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Instructions: 

 

The final report must be submitted to the Commission no later than 3 months after the project 

end date. 

 

One paper and one electronic version of the report is sufficient for the Commission. These 

documents must be sent in identical versions also to the monitoring team. The report must 

also be sent to the national authority.  

 

Please refer to the Common Provisions annexed to your grant agreement for the contractual 

requirements concerning a final report . 
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2. Executive Summary  
 

 

The overall objective of the LIFE+ MANSALT project was to improve conservation status 

of target bird, reptile and fish species and target habitat types in Natura 2000 site Secovlje 

salt-pans, SW Slovenia. 

 

The project area is located in the Sečovlje Saltpans, situated along the Adriatic coast in the 

NE part of the Trieste Bay, Slovenia. There are three Natura 2000 sites within the project 

area: SI500001- Secoveljske  soline – SPA and two SAC sites:   SI3000240 Secoveljske 

soline and the Dragonja River estuary and SI3000239 Sv. Jernej Channel. 

 

Target species included Charadrius alexandrinus, Himantopus himantopus, Sterna hirundo, 

Sterna albifrons and Larus melanocephalus (all listed on the Anex I of the Birds Directive), 

Emys orbicularis and Aphanius fasciatus. Target habitat types were: 1140 Mudflats and 

sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide, 1310 Salicornia and other annuals colonizing 

mud and sand, 1410 Mediterranean salt meadows (Juncetalia maritimi), 1420 Mediterranean 

and thermo-Atlantic salt marshes and salt meadows (Sarcocornetea fruticosi), 1130-Estuaries, 

1320-Spartina swards (Spartinion maritimae). 

  
Specific objectives of the LIFE MANSALT project were: 

- to ensure control over water regime and hydraulic management in man-made saline 

ecosystems, based on a system of sea defence walls, embankments and internal channels, 

- to prevent negative effects of human disturbance, predation and habitat fragmentation to 

target species and habitats, 

- to raise awareness of local and general public on importance of saline habitat types for 

conservation and maintenance of sustainable land uses, 

- to provide and exchange information on wetland restoration methods and conservation 

management issues in specific saline ecosystems. 

 

The main threats to the target species and habitats include lack of control over the water 

regime, highly influenced by high tides penetrating through badly maintained embankments 

and defence walls, weak water control system, which is not effective to provide the needed 

water quantities for favourable status for some species and habitats and,on the other side, 

enabled for access of mammalian predators to the breeding colonies of the target bird species 

at times of droughts or low water levels. Low level of awareness was identified as additional 

threat caused by visitors scattering outside the marked trails. Freshwater lake, habitat of 

endangered and target species, was a subject of intensive sedimentation and overgrowing 

which influenced loss of open waters.    

 

 

Key deliverables and outputs of this project include: 

 

- 4.507 m of embankments and sea defence walls reconstructed 

- 670 m of rock sea wall reconstructed 

- 16 sluices for improving water exchange installed 

- 66 artificial earth islands created 

- 9,7 km of edge channels dredged 
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- 650 m of fences set up 

- 8 ha of wetland restored 

- 2 films (videos) produced 

- 22 issues of newsletter page 

- 10 TV appearances (promotion of the project and its outputs) 

- 93 workshops performed 

- 213.100 leaflets (two versions) printed 

- 1.310.967 visits to the web site 

- 1 Layman report produced 

- 22 notice boards designed and set up 

- 5 press-conferences on the project   

 

 

 

Task / foreseen in the revised proposal Achieved Evaluation 

3.406 m of embankments and sea defence 

walls reconstructed 

4.507 m 32% more 

embankments 

reconstructed 

due to the 

project 

amendments 

670 m of rock sea wall reconstructed 670 m  

16 sluices for improving water exchange 

installed 

16 sluices  

10 artificial earth islands created 66 islands Several smaller 

islands proved to 

be more 

effective against 

the threat of 

predation and 

enable for 

effective water 

manipulation 

8 km of edge channels dredged 9,7 km 21% more work 

done 

650 m of fences set up 650 m  

8 ha of wetland restored  8 ha The extent of the 

restored area 

remains the 

same, but twice 

as predicted 

materials 

excavated, 3,75 

times bigger 

open water 

surface as 

foreseen. 

 

Task / foreseen in the revised proposal Achieved Evaluation 

2 films 2 films  
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20 newsletters 22 newsletters  

5 TV appearances 10 Extremely 

satisfactory 

media coverage 

and interest for 

this LIFE project 

80 workshops 93 workshops More 

workshops, but 

les attendees due 

to less interest 

for visitation by 

some target 

groups and 

smaller size of 

the groups. 

160.000 copies of leaflets 213.100 Originally 

foreseen one 

version of the 

leaflet was 

upgrade with 

updated version 

at the end of the 

project. More 

leaflets printed 

within the 

planned budget. 

1 reality show  1 show  

1 web site (750.000 visits) 1.310.967 visits Number of visits 

of the web site 

exceeded. 

1 layman’s report 1 layman’s 

report 

 

1 guidelines for Jernej channel 1 guidelines for 

Jernej channel 

 

22 information boards 22 boards  

3 press-conferences 5 press-

conferences 

organised 

 

 

 

 

The project was composed by Preparatory phase (Actions A), Conservation actions (Actions 

C) and Supportive activities (Actions D, E). The majority of conservation actions also 

included preparatory activities, both in terms of preparation of the working areas as well as 

training for the working staff. The majority of supportive activities were undergoing 

throughout the duration of the project.  
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Preparatory phase 

 

Preparatory actions included renewal of habitat mapping survey, elaboration of technical 

studies on reconstruction of severely damaged sea defence walls and embankments in 

Secovlje salt-pans with required geodetic survey and wetland restoration technical study. 

Action plan for three target bird species was also prepared. 

 

Conservation actions 

 

Conservation actions C1 to C6 were composed by similar phases; preparatory activities and 

implementation activities and resulted in reconstructed sea defence walls or embankments. 

Action C8 was concentrated on dredging the sediments from former channels along the saline 

basins and action C9 was focused on the ecological restoration of degraded freshwater 

wetland. 

 

Activities and results from Actions (D, E) are seen from the table above. 

 

Monitoring and networking  

 

Monitoring activities were focused on selected target habitats and species. Accurate 

information on the extent of target habitat types and populations of target bird species were 

obtained in the preparatory phase of the project and activities to improve the conservation 

status of the habitat types were drawn out of the monitoring results. Extent of habitat types 

was evaluated at the end of the project. Breeding populations of the target bird species were 

assessed every breeding season. External support was sought to obtain information on the 

conservation status of the target fish Aphanius fasciatus and turtle species Emys orbicularis.     

 

Networking with other LIFE projects included exchange of information and study visits with 

two similar LIFE projects with partners from Bulgaria. Practical experiences gained from this 

LIFE project was shared with managers of two similar project areas along the Slovenian 

Adriatic coast, the Skocjan Bay Nature Reserve (also beneficiary of similar LIFE project in 

the past) and Strunjan Landscape park. 

 

Long-term achievements 

 

Stable or even increasing trends have been achieved with all target breeding bird species and 

all these species are in favourable conservation status. The same can be concluded for the 

target habitat types HT 1140, HT 1310 and 1130 where dramatic increase of their extent has 

been achieved. For the target habitat types HT 1130 and HT 1320 conservation status is still 

unstable, fluctuating or unknown, while for HT 1410 it seems that the main species is not 

successful in the natural competition with similar species. But the reconstruction works 

(outside scope and responsibility of this LIFE project) have just begun based on the LIFE 

project elaborated obligatory guidelines for restoration works which will improve 

conservation status of the area’s target habitats. Freshwater wetland of low conservation 

values has been restored.   

 

The project ensured long-term protection of the area of 650 ha of saline habitats against 

flooding during the high sea-tides, contributed to better protection against backwater flooding 

along the rivers and channels and enabled internal control of waters that is essential to 

safeguard favourable conservation status of the target habitats and species.  
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3. Introduction  
 

Overall and specific objectives 

 

The overall objective of the LIFE MANSALT project was to improve conservation status of 

target bird, reptile and fish species and target habitat types in Natura 2000 site Secovlje salt-

pans, SW Slovenia.  

 

Specific objectives of the LIFE MANSALT project were: 

- to ensure control over water regime and hydraulic management in man-made saline 

ecosystems, based on a system of sea defence walls, embankments and internal channels, 

- to prevent negative effects of human disturbance, predation and habitat fragmentation to 

target species and habitats, 

- to raise awareness of local and general public on importance of saline habitat types for 

conservation and maintenance of sustainable land uses, 

- to provide and exchange information on wetland restoration methods and conservation 

management issues in specific saline ecosystems. 

 

Sites involved 

 

The project area is located in the Sečovlje Saltpans, situated in the south westernmost part of 

Slovenia, close to the border with the Republic of Croatia. The area covers about 7 square 

kilometres. On the alluvial sediments deposited by the Dragonja River through its geological 

history, people created a network of basins with the aid of levees, in which seawater 

condenses and where sea salt crystals are extracted from brine with the aid of the sun and 

wind. Apart from traditional salt production, the area is widely known as an important 

biodiversity and cultural heritage site. There are three Natura 2000 sites within the project 

area: SI500001- Secoveljske  soline – SPA and two SAC sites:   SI3000240 Secoveljske 

soline and the Dragonja River estuary and SI3000239 Sv. Jernej Channel. 

 

Targeted habitat types and/or species  

 

Target species included Charadrius alexandrinus, Himantopus himantopus, Sterna hirundo, 

Sterna albifrons and Larus melanocephalus (all listed on the Anex I of the Birds Directive), 

Emys orbicularis and Aphanius fasciatus. Target habitat types were: 1140 Mudflats and 

sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide, 1310 Salicornia and other annuals colonizing 

mud and sand, 1410 Mediterranean salt meadows (Juncetalia maritimi), 1420 Mediterranean 

and thermo-Atlantic salt marshes and salt meadows (Sarcocornetea fruticosi), 1130-Estuaries, 

1320-Spartina swards (Spartinion maritimae). 

 

Main conservation issues being targeted (including threats) 

 

For a suitable control and regulation of the water in the pans, a network of channels and 

embankments and dykes prevents high tides to inundate the sites of salina plants, nest sites of 

the birds and a variety of habitats with diverse wildlife. As the man-made water management 

infrastructure has been maintained very poorly for several decades, the sea frequently flooded 

the pans and their hinterland, and often carried away with it the eggs and young of the 

ground-nesting birds. As the canals were not interconnected and equipped with sluices for 

regulating the water inflow, it often happened that foxes and martens crossed the dry salt 
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fields in summer months and captured the eggs or young of a whole colony of salina birds. 

The great oscillations in water salinity and disconnected links to other water areas pose a great 

threat to fish species and water organisms. Even visitors of the pans, leaving the marked trails, 

can unknowingly trample the just hatched young covered with protective paint or the birds' 

eggs. 

Two specific threats to the biodiversity of the area included sedimentation of the freshwater 

wetland, home of the European Pond Turtle and pollution and numerous illegal berths in St. 

Jernej Canal which is a habitat for the rare Spartina stands.  

   

Socio-economic context 

 

At the Sečovlje Saltpans, a NATURA 2000 site, the traditional salt- harvesting does not pose 

a threat to the natural world; on the contrary, the continuation of activities at Lera, is 

imperative for the provision of appropriate water regimes for salina plants and animals. At the 

same time, the traditional salt-making provides for jobs and contributes to the development of 

the local community, considering that traditional salt-making, the possibility of experiencing 

and observing nature and rich cultural heritage attract numerous visitors. Nature conservation, 

especially if linked with traditional human activities, is therefore a developmental opportunity 

at NATURA 2000 sites as well. The precondition for the co-existence of man and nature at 

Sečovlje Saltpans is environmentally responsible attitude of the people to the use of natural 

resources. 
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Expected longer term results 

 

Stable or even increasing trends have been achieved with all target breeding bird species and 

all these species are in favourable conservation status. 

 

The same can be concluded for the majority of the target habitat types; securing control over 

the water regimes and careful planning of the water discharges and tables resulted in extreme 

expansion of some of the target habitat types (HT 1140 from 20 to 87,9 ha; HT 1310 from 11 

to 42,8 ha, HT 1130 from 5,5 to 12,6 ha). There are, however, two target habitat types, where 

management responsibility is entrusted to Local Municipality (HT 1130 estuary and HT 1320 

Spartina swards) where their conservation status is still unstable, fluctuating or unknown; 

however, one of the LIFE project outputs (Guidelines for restoration works in the channel Sv. 

Jernej) became obligatory document for the future start of the reconstruction works (as 

requested by the relevant conservation authorities and accepted in the long-term management 

plan for the project area). No scientific justification can be given on why the extent of the 

1410 Mediterranean salt meadows (Juncetalia maritimi) has not been enlarged; it is suspected 

that the species is declining due to weaker competition potential with other species. In 

addition, 8 ha of freshwater wetland was restored which provide for favourable conservation 

conditions for the project target species Emys orbicularis. Results of monitoring of the 

population of target fish species Aphianus fasciatus confirm positive effects of various 

conservation actions undertaken within this LIFE project (provision of fresh water, exchange 

of waters between the sub-areas, interconnection of the channels…).   

 

The project ensured long-term protection of the area of 650 ha of saline habitats against 

flooding during the high sea-tides, contributed to better protection against backwater flooding 

along the rivers and channels and enabled internal control of waters that is essential to 

safeguard favourable conservation status of the target habitats and species.  
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4. Administrative part  

4.1  Description of the management system 

 

Project phases 

 

The project was composed by Preparatory phase (Actions A), Conservation actions (Actions 

C) and Supportive activities (Actions D, E). The majority of conservation actions also 

included preparatory activities, both in terms of preparation of the working areas as well as 

training for the working staff. The majority of supportive activities were undergoing 

throughout the duration of the project.  

 

 

Activities and tasks per phase 

 

Preparatory phase 

 

Preparatory actions included renewal of habitat mapping survey, elaboration of technical 

studies on reconstruction of severely damaged sea defence walls and embankments in 

Secovlje salt-pans with required geodetic survey and wetland restoration technical study. 

Action plan for three target bird species was also prepared. 

 

 

Conservation actions 

 

Activities aimed at establishing control over the water regime 

 

•Reconstruction and consolidation of the embankments along the water courses and canals as 

well as on the border line between the pans and the sea 

 

Common characteristics of conservation actions C1 Reconstruction of the sea-defence walls, 

C2 Reconstruction of embankments and water control system along the Drnica river, C3 

Reconstruction of embankments and water control system and creation of land structures 

along the Pichetto channel, C4 Reconstruction of embankments and water control system and 

creation of land structures along the Curto channel, C5 Reconstruction of embankments along 

the channel Sv.Jernej and C6 Setting up a rock sea wall construction to protect habitats in 

Lera is that they are aimed at enabling control over unpredictable flooding of the habitats 

inside the Salina’s boundaries.  

 

 

Activities aimed at securing favourable conservation status for the target species and 

habitats 

 

All Conservation actions, especially C1, C5, C6 and C8, were focused to improve 

conservation status of target species and habitats by improving the hydrological conditions. 
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Conservation actions C2, C3 and C4 also contributed to the enhanced exchange of water 

quantities and thus reducing the threat of excessive algae growth on the surface of water 

basins. 

 

•Digging of ditches along the edge of salt basins to allow circling of the water and building 

the natural barriers to minimize predation of the nest-sites. 

 

A cluster of concrete conservation actions include activities to enable internal exchanges of 

water to prevent development of toxic gases and predation of the target bird’s nesting colonies 

(especially Little and Common Terns) by mammalian predators and disturbance by men 

(action C8 Creation of edge channels along outer boundaries of salt pans). The ditches linked 

with boundary ditches also favourably contribute to the conditions required by Tooth Carp. 

 

•Preparation of tracts of land to promote development of salt-loving vegetation 

 

With sound measures for the preparation of drier sections (building of levees to prevent 

uncontrolled overflowing of tides, with control of the water flow and preparation of additional 

earthen islets), the number of selected target habitat types with sites of halophytes increased a 

great deal. These activities were undertaken in the scope of the Conservation actions C3 and 

C4; the works also included creation of 66 artificial earth islands for halophytes along the 

Pichetto/Curto channels. These islands are often foreseen as a staging habitat area for the 

Mediterranean Gulls. 

 

•Ecological restoration of degraded areas and preparation of substitute habitats 

 

A freshwater wetland and important habitat for Emys orbicularis is located at the edge of the 

project area. Freshwater lake is under rapid process of sedimentation and intensive 

overgrowing (especially with Typha sp. and Phragmites sp.). Open areas of freshwater have 

been recreated (Conservation action C9) which resulted in enlargement of free water areas, 

together with removal of sediments and increasing of different water depths.  
 

 

Awareness building on the significance of traditional salt-making, which preserves 

nature and enables sustainable development of the local community. 

 

Communication and dissemination actions were focused on different target groups: local 

population, visitors and general public and specific groups (children) and included some 

innovative means. Among them, live video transmission of life of project target bird species  

from their breeding colonies in a “reality show” manner to the visitor’s centre was conducted.  

Other methods of education and awareness building (website, local newsletter, leaflets, 

information boards, thematic workshops, films, contributions in the printed media, radio and 

TV …) were undertaken within the scope on the project. Key communication message can be 

summarised as follows: The most effective tool for the preservation of the salina's valuable 

natural and cultural features is continuation of traditional salt-making in a limited area of the 

pans. 
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Activities aimed at presentation of a good practice model for the use of traditional 

methods in  restoration and maintenance of salina ecosystems and planning of natural 

resources use  

 

The LIFE+ MANSALT project has contributed to the environmentally harmonious 

development also by preparing guidelines for the regulation of quays in Sv. Jernej Channel, 

by which key habitat types and species are preserved, as well as quays for smaller vessels 

regulated in a more suitable way. In addition, technical experiences from restoration works in 

this project have been compiled and made available for others to use. 

 
 

Planning 

 

The Project Beneficiary of this LIFE project was the management authority of the Nature 

Park and Natura 2000 site, company Soline d.o.o. The Beneficiary has been granted the 

concession contract for management of the project area. There were no associated 

beneficiaries in the project.   

 

 
 

 

The project coordinator’s main tasks included coordination of collaboration across the project 

area and beyond for implementing the project, maintaining day-to-day contacts with working 

team and sub-contractors, monitoring the implementation of the project and reporting on 

implementation and efforts to keep the project in the public eye. 

There were no changes due to amendments to the Grant Agreement. 

 

 

Steering Committee, composed of representatives of 

experts, Ministry, Co-financier… 

Coordinating 

Beneficiary 

Administrative 

and Financial 

Staff 

Researchers 

Workers 

External 

Assistance 
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4.2  Evaluation of the management system 

 

Project management process 

 

The project management could be divided into three components: administrative, financial 

and technical. Project Coordinator was predominantly responsible for all administrative issues 

including close cooperation with the financial expert. Technical part was coordinated by the 

team of experienced experts and field-workers who were able to provide guidance in the 

implementation of the conservation actions. 

No partners were involved in the project. 

 

Communication with the Commission and Monitoring team 

 

Beneficiary informed the Monitor about the progress and problems encountered on a regular, 

monthly basis. Seven official visits of the monitoring team have occurred during the LIFE 

MANSALT project implementation. Communication with the Commission included the 

foreseen reports, visits of the Commission representatives and communication via letters from 

the Commission, mainly following delivery of the reports.  
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5. Technical part  

5.1.  Technical progress, per task 

 

 

A – PREPARATORY ACTIONS, ELABORATION OF MANAGEMENT PLANS AND/OR 

ACTION PLANS 

 

Action A1 – Updated inventory of habitats and their floristic values 

 

The results of this Action were essential to quantify the extent of some of the target habitats 

types for which data before the start of the LIFE MANSALT project were either not known or 

very inaccurate; based on the activities undertaken within this action, the extent of the 

HT1410 was estimated at 18,3 ha (rough estimate in 2007: 60 ha), the accurate extent of HT 

1320 was estimated 4,5 ha (in comparison to 2007 estimate on 5,5 ha), while both estuaries 

(the Dragonja river and the Jernej channel; HT 1130) comprise 12,6 ha (and not only 5,5 ha as 

previously estimated in the project proposal). This action also allowed for more accurate 

assessment of the target bird breeding populations.   

 

This action was successfully concluded by the agreed project deadline. 

 

 

Action A2 – Action Plan for Charadrius alexandrinus, Sterna hirundo and Sterna 

albifrons 

 

This action is comprised by three key phases: field observations and research, preparation of 

the management guidelines and adoption of the plan and transferring its guidelines into the 

management prescriptions for the area. During the implementation of the project, new major 

threat was detected which could have detrimental impact on the breeding success of the target 

bird species: arrival of the avian predators. Despite the fact that the draft Action Plan has 

already been prepared, the Beneficiary asked the European Commission for extension of the 

observation period for this action to include one more breeding season to be able to provide 

effective anti-predation measures.  

 

This action has been successfully concluded. Action Plan, which was attached to the First 

Progress report, submitted in December 2012, was reviewed and approved by the relevant 

national authority (Zavod za varstvo narave – OE Piran/The Institute of the Republic of 

Slovenia for Nature Conservation). This authority is responsible for the overseeing of the 

management of the project area which in return means that all the management guidelines 

from the Action Plan concerned (as a result of the LIFE MANSALT Action A2) are fully 

accommodated within the relevant and confirmed management plan for the area.  

 

Action A3 – Technical documentation and geodetic maps 

 

Technical documentation, blueprints, permissions, geodetic maps and profiles comprise the 

outputs of this action. The level of technical documentation needed for the implementation of 

particular actions depended on the structure and extent of proposed works; for some LIFE 

MANSALT project actions only basic technical schemes were required while for other 
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comprehensive documentation was needed according to the national legislation on 

construction works. Similarly; for some of the Conservation Actions only written agreements 

and permits were needed by the relevant authorities for protection of the nature and cultural 

heritage. For the implementation of the LIFE MANSALT Conservation Action C2 works 

were implemented according to the building permit obtained.  

 

Geodetic surveys were used both to obtain information needed for preparation of technical 

documentation as well as for the stakeout of the building area and other measurements “in-

situ”. 

 

In order to obtain longer time period of measurements of water tables, essential for the most 

accurate calculations of the suitable water tables for the restoration of the wetland in the 

Conservation Action C9, the Beneficiary asked the Commission for extension of the deadline 

for the preparation of the hydrological background study and technical blueprints. 

 

This action was successfully concluded. 

 

 

C. Concrete conservation actions  

 

Concrete conservation actions C1 Reconstruction of the sea-defence walls, C2 Reconstruction 

of embankments and water control system along the Drnica river, C3 Reconstruction of 

embankments and water control system and creation of land structures along the Pichetto 

channel, C4 Reconstruction of embankments and water control system and creation of land 

structures along the Curto channel, C5 Reconstruction of embankments along the channel 

Sv.Jernej and C6 Setting up a rock sea wall construction to protect habitats in Lera were 

dealing with a complete reconstruction of sea defence walls and/or channel embankments in 

the project area.  

 

These actions all share common preparatory (i-vi) and implementation (a) – h)) activities (see 

below) so these are not repeated in the description of task-by-task action description for each 

of those actions: 

 

Preparatory activities for 

Concrete conservation 

actions  

 

i)Training of workers 

Predominately hand-made 

work, periods of unstable 

weather and special 

characteristics of the work at 

the sea (tidal regime, limited 

access, work in slippery 

conditions, requests for 

securing favourable 

conservation status of 

species and habitats, safety 

regulations, work with 

machines…) required special 

training for workers, both in 
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the room and on the ground. 

ii)Setting up the access 

road 

The project area is a 

protected area with strict 

regimes and management 

zones which do not allow for 

new roads. Careful planning 

and reconstruction of 

existing routes was done to 

select the transport roads 

with minimum negative 

impacts to the area. 

 

 

 
 

 

iii)Setting up the working 

area 

Preparatory work for setting-

up of the working area 

included removal of 

obstacles and deposited 

materials, cutting the 

vegetation, removal of top 

layers of soils, setting up the 

necessary safety measures 

etc. 

 

 
 

iv)Setting up the workshop 

and deposition area and 

geodetic measurements 

Working areas have to be 

equipped with safe storage 

places, enabling working 

conditions for preparation of 

the materials and in line with 

safety regulations. For all 

major works geodetic 

measurements were 

undertaken first. 
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v)Preparation of the 

consumable construction 

components 

The majority of the 

construction materials have 

been prefabricated within the 

project area; key works 

include preparation of the 

concrete (water, sand, 

cement), wooden piles 

(sharpening, cutting) and 

iron profiles and reinforcing 

mesh. 

 
 

vi)Transport of materials 

Purchase and transport of the 

consumable materials 

(wooden piles, iron profiles, 

concrete, cement, water, 

rocks and stones, tools..) has 

been done in two phases; 

first to the entrance of the 

project area and later  

internally transported using 

tractors, trolleys, floating 

excavators and boats to the 

construction area. 
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Conservation Action  

C1 – C6 

 

Activities undertaken 

a)Removal of the upper 

parts of earth cover and 

ruined/ damaged walls 

 

 
 

b)Excavation of the soil 

behind the existing 

foundations 

 

 

 
 

c)Protection of the working 

area by wooden piles against 

intrusion of waters 
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d)Nailing the wooden piles 

as the foundation basis and 

creation of the formwork for 

concrete foundations 

 

 

 
 

e)Concreting the 

foundations and back-wall 

with iron profiles and 

reinforcing mesh 

 

 
 

f)Building the stone wall, 

using pre-shaped stones, at 

one side with purchase, 

delivery and pre-shaped 

stones  
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g) Grouting the stone wall 

 

 

 
 

h)Deposition the top of the 

wall with the sea bottom 

deposits behind the 

foundation and the wall 

 

 

 
 

i)Shaping the top layer of 

the wall with sediments 
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j)Purchase and delivery of 

rocks and stones for 

effective protection of the 

construction against sea 

waves and tide actions 

 

 
 

Example of fully 

reconstructed embankments 

– Conservation Action C2 

(Drnica) 

 

 
 

Part of newly established 

islands for halophyte growth 

(Conservation Actions 

C3/C4; 45 + 21 earth 

islands) 

 

 
 

 

Construction materials were purchased and delivered following public procurement 

procedures. Construction works (labour) was done mainly by the Beneficiary, except for the 

Conservation Actions C3 and C5, where external support was used also for construction 

works.   
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Indication of the modification of the actions (correspondence with the Commission 

approving the changes) 

 

Actions C1 – C4 have been complemented with the instalment of the major water control 

mechanism (gate) in the mouth of the Pichetto channel, which was financed by the republic of 

Slovenia own funding. The gate is now part of the sea-defence line. 

 

The Beneficiary informed European Commission about the plans and later realization of the 

major water control mechanism (gate) in the mouth of the Pichetto channel, which was 

financed by the Republic of Slovenia. This technical amelioration of the overall sea-water 

protection scheme at the part of the sea-defence line allowed the Beneficiary to safeguard 

some funding. This in return allowed construction of longer section of the defence wall as 

planned.  

 

Description of the modification: 

 

All the main channels in the project area have their outflows in the sea of the Piran bay. These 

channels are (forming the line of sea defence walls and a border line between the sea and the 

land, north to south): channel Sv.Jernej, Lera, Drnica river, Pichetto, Curto, Giassi and 

Dragonja river. Among them, channels Lera, Curto and Giassi have already water control 

mechanisms installed at their mouths, where water inflows and outflows can be controlled. 

The new conceptual solution foreseen that similar mechanism will be installed also for the 

mouth of the Pichetto channel. In practice this means that the project area is now formed by 

two hydrological units; first is the area of Fontanigge, embraced by live waters (rivers) of 

Dragonja to the south and Drnica to the north. The second unit is Lera, embraced by channel 

Sv.Jernej to the north (actually this water could better be considered as a small river as it 

collects precipitation waters from the wider catchment outside the project area) and  Drnica 

river (to the south). These three „live“ rivers cannot be blocked with a gate at their outflows 

as they are considered as the main rivers with key hydrological function (diverting excessive 

waters from their catchments to the sea) and also as rivers where river traffic is allowed. But 

water exchanges in the Pichetto channel could be controlled by the gate and a sluice at its 

mouth. Such a solution enables to look at the Fontanigge sea defence wall as one unit: this 

also means that the concept of defending the whole area will from now on depend on 

protecting the area against intrusions from the sea with the line of sea defence walls where the 

gate at the mouth of Pichetto channel has an active part of this line. In practice this means that 

the gate at the Pichetto mouth is closed (only) when extreme sea water events are forecasted. 

As a consequence, this means that the height (and therefore the costs but also aesthetical 

values) of the embankments constructed along the Pichetto are much lower as the gate  

prevents flooding from the sea at times of extremely high tides.  

 

 

Outline of the perspectives for continuing the action after the end of the project 

 

Sections of the reconstructed sea-defence walls and embankments, built within the actions C1 

– C6 before the high tide in the year 2010 successfully prevented flooding of the sea waves 

which is a demonstration of the successful investment. Same can be concluded for the storm 

event that happened on 29 July 2013; no damage to the LIFE MANSALT reconstructed 

embankments and sea-walls was detected and high tide did not spill over the LIFE target 

habitat and species areas. 
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Regular maintenance works on the walls and embankments will have to be undertaken. It is 

planned that funding for the maintenance work will be secured from the governmental 

programme for delivering the public service of water management as all the reconstructed 

infrastructure is listed as part of the public water management infrastructure. 

 

Mention any complementary action outside LIFE 

 

No complementary action outside LIFE project area was undertaken. But extensive works on 

the infrastructure that was part of the LIFE MANSALT project are undergoing with financial 

support of the Republic of Slovenia: complete reconstruction of sea defence walls and/or 

channel embankments in the project area  which were seriously damaged and partly 

completely destroyed during the high tide natural disaster in December 2008 is the aim of the 

Governmental programme with description of activities needed to recover consequences of 

the damage (Program odprave posledic neposredne škode na stvareh-objektih vodne 

infrastructure, naravnih vrednotah in kulturni dediščini na območju krajinskih parkov 

Sečoveljske in Strunjanske soline po poplavi zaradi visokega plimovanja morja z dne 

1.decembra 2008). This Programme will be continued at least for two years more. The table 

below indicates the foreseen and already undertaken (September 2015) works within the 

Reconstruction Programme: 

 

Reconstruction 

Programme  

 

Infrastructure 

concerned 

Planned 

(m) 

Realised 

(m) 

 

Sea-defence 

walls 

910,00 724,00 

Drnica 982,00 683,40 

Pichetto 1.077,00 814,22 

Curto 446,00 0 

Jernej  764,00 40,50 

   

Red: LIFE MANSALT project 

Green: Reconstruction Programme 
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Planned infrastructure development and their realisation for Actions C1 - C6 are shown 

below:  

 

Conservation 

Action 

Outputs planned / achieved:  

C1 Length of the defence walls: 420 metres / 420 metres 

C2 Length of the embankments: 518 metres / 518 metres 

C3 Length of the embankments:  1.538 metres /2.659 metres 

C4 Length of the embankments:   344 metres / 744 metres 

C5 Length of the embankments:   586 metres / 586 metres 

C6 Length of the wall:   250 metres / 250 metres 

 

 
The table below indicates LIFE project conservation goals as planned and how these goals 

were achieved: 

 

Target species / 

habitat types: 

Population 

numbers of target 

project bird 

species and extent 

of target habitat 

types at the 

beginning of the 

project (2009) 

Target species population estimates and trends; 

Target habitat types - at the end of the project* 

*The precipitation rate in the year 2014 was the highest in the 

last 80 years which badly affected the breeding success of ground 

nesting target bird species. 

Charadrius 

alexandrinus 

62 pairs 

 
Himantopus 

himantopus 

42 pairs 
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Sterna hirundo 51 pairs 

 
Sterna albifrons 35 pairs 

 
Larus 

melanocephalus 

800 indiv. Maximum number of observed birds was in the year 2013 

– 1210 individuals 

Target habitat 

type (HT) 

At the 

start of 

project 

(ha) 

At the end of the project (2015) 

HT 1140 20 ha 87.9 ha 

HT 1310 11 ha 42,8 ha 

HT 1410 60 ha 18,3 ha 

HT 1420 13 ha 13,0 ha 

HT 1130 5,5 ha 12,6 ha 

HT 1320 4,5 ha 3,5 ha 
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Major problems in delivering the goals of the Concrete Conservation Actions C: 

 

Biotic factors: 

 
1. Increased predation of the nests of the target species due to mammalian and avian 

predation 

 

Terrestrial predators, especially foxes and martens were identified at the time of the project 

design and application as major threat to breeding success of the target LIFE project species 

(Sterna hirundo, Sterna albifrons, Charadrius alexandrines). MANSALT LIFE project 

initiated and supported activities, which included dredging and digging out edge channels 

(Action C 89 to be filled with water which surround breeding areas of saline breeding bird 

colonies and setting physical obstacles (fences), proved to be successful in contribution to 

better breeding success of the target species if supported by appropriate water regimes in the 

total project area. 

The number of Carrion Crows (Corvus c.cornix), but also Jackdaws (C. monedula), has 

increased dramatically in the last years (especially after the start of the implementation of this 

LIFE project) in the wider area of the Secovlje Salina Nature park. Increased number of these 

birds poses threats to breeding success of the ground nesting target Tern species in salina. 

Some Yellow-legged Gulls (Larus cachinnans) are also predating ground nesting saline birds. 

 

Several additional measures to the activities already being part of this LIFE project have been 

invested to solve or reduce the impact of predation to saline target birds, including: increased 

observations and monitoring of the breeding populations of target birds and their avian 

predators, engagement of five external persons (students and their university teacher), 

working on mapping the Crow populations and observing their habits, implementation of the 

experiment with decoys (clay-made tern models and their eggs, done by hand); cameras are 

installed close to the colony areas for recording day and night the predation patterns, 

experiment with decoy tern eggs filled with repellents which should hopefully discourage 

avian predators to prey the tern's eggs, introduction (and testing phase) of the »protection 

caves« set above the individual breeding Tern nest (composed of sticks and ropes) with the 

aim to protect the salina’s bird clutches against Crow predation, reduction of any potential 

disturbance to the areas where Terns are nesting, including temporarily reduction of the 

intensity of technical works along some sections of the Curto and Pichetto channels (Actions 

C3 and C4) in order to ensure best possible breeding conditions for these species. 
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(Photo above shows Corvids approaching decoy eggs, filled with repellent; the artificial 

clutch is indicated with an arrow). 

 

(Photo shows Crow attacking artificial eggs filled with repellent). 

 

The results of all the above additional activities and efforts were showing just partial success. 

The use of decoys did not appear as an effective solution as the numbers of predation birds in 

the project area are changing and every day “new” birds attacked decoys. Cages to protect 

nesting birds were only successful during the last stages of the incubation phase, but proved 

not to be effective during the feeding of the young birds in their nests.  
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It can only be concluded that suitable water regimes over the entire project area, which allows 

that Terns form bigger colonies (which are more resistant to avian predators) and prevent the 

access of mammalian predators are essential precondition to secure moderate or good 

breeding success of the ground nesting birds. This proved the importance of the most 

important goal of the LIFE MANSALT project – securing control over the water regimes. 

    

 

Abiotic factors: 

 

2. Some smaller delays due to unexpected weather conditions (heavy rains during whole 

winter time, high tides, “rain year” of 2014…) occurred, but at the end did not affect the 

reaching deadlines for the project actions, thanks to additional efforts in organization of work 

of the project team. 

 

Administrative factors: 

 

3. Delays in delivery of the construction materials (public tenders)  

Despite signed contracts with different companies (at public tenders) for delivery of materials 

and goods, these procedures were not always smooth and on time. Several efforts and 

pressures of the project team were invested that finally suppliers started to stick to the agreed 

deadlines. Due to careful planning of the project implementation, these problems at the end 

did not have effects on completion of project actions on agreed deadlines. 

 

4. Securing financial resources for smooth and on-time implementation of the “Governmntal 

Reconstruction Programme”, essential co-financing source for the contribution of the 

Republic of Slovenia to the funding for this LIFE project. 

  

5. The Piran Municipality was behind schedule on the reconstruction of the right bank of the 

channel of Sv. Jernej. This means that the period of reconstruction of the entire length of 

walls/embankments will be much longer and consequently disturbance to the target habitat 

types (estuary, Spartina swards) will also be extended. We are pleased to report that the 

Municipality has recently prepared a technical blueprint for reconstruction of this side of the 

channel and it is expected that in the following year the Municipality will apply for EU 

funding to finally improve ecological, environmental and landscape conditions in this 

important habitat.  

 

6. Project beneficiary has been regularly informing LIFE Monitor and also the EC about plans 

for extension of the airport strike of the Portoroz Airport, located just at the border of the 

Natura 2000 site and project area of  Secoveljske soline. Current activities are focused around 

preparation of the new spatial plan for the airport.  

Although the current plans for extension of the air strike do not include penetration of the 

strike into the Natura 2000 area in the direction of the Drnica river, the threat of potential 

future extensions is still present. In addition, negative impacts of the air-strike extension could 

not only be considered in terms of physical encroachment, but also due to the airport 

operations (in great part based on training for pilots (air-schools) and other free-time air-borne 

activities (acrobatic flights, parachuting…)).  

Relevant authorities at the level of ministry, responsible for environment and institutions for 

protection of nature are regularly informed about the planned activities, emphasising that 

European funding in investing in Natura 2000 site through this LIFE project could be 

jeopardised by unfavourable developments of the adjacent small-scale airport. Additional 
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information on the standpoints of the European Commission on the future development and 

vision for small airports in the territory of the European Union would be highly desirable.   

 

 

Major problems in delivering the goals of the specific Conservation Action C3 

 

Public tender for reconstruction of stone walls in the outflow section of the Pichetto has been 

conveyed on time but due to complaints of one of the applicants for the public tender, start of 

the reconstruction works has been delayed. The State Revision Commission fully confirmed 

that the whole application process was correct and the works continued. All those senseless 

procedures delayed the start of the construction works. However, the action was still 

concluded by the project deadline. 

 

Major problems in delivering the goals of the specific Conservation Action C4 

 

Excessive quantities of rain waters requested additional manipulation with water regimes, 

especially pumping the water from the depression areas and manipulation of the water tables 

in the Pichetto channel to keep water low and thus enabling conditions for workers 

reconstructing the embankments. At the beginning these delays caused by additional 

manipulation of waters threatened meeting the deadlines for this Conservation Action. With 

re-organisation of the work the Project Beneficiary was able to finish all the activities on time. 

Lowering water tables can only be considered acceptable measure during the period of 

reconstruction of the embankments and not during maintenance works. 

    

During the process of preparatory works for Concrete Conservation Action C4 - especially 

when removing parts of the deposited materials - it appeared that geotechnical conditions in 

the side arm of this channel are much worse than predicted. Removal of deposited materials in 

some sections of the arm of the channel initiated damages on the parts of the embankments 

where foundations of old salters houses - protected as cultural heritage - are still visible.  

Following the position of the geotechnical and civil engineer expert it was decided not to 

»open« this side of the channel by pumping out the water as this would cause total collapse of 

the channel. Instead, this arm of the channel was cut off as a separate water body enabling 

water exchange through improved water control system at the contact of this channel with the 

sea water and sluices directing waters towards inland area. Even with this minor technical 

deviation, the conservation objectives of the Action C4 were not threatened.  

 

Major problems in delivering the goals of the specific Conservation Action C5 

 

During the preparatory works before the start of reconstruction of the embankments along the 

left bank of the channel Sv. Jernej bad geotechnical conditions of the upper sections of this 

channel were detected. It was noted that those ruined embankments do not offer sufficient 

resistance against eventual high tides during the planned reconstruction works. This in return 

means that sea-floods could threaten the reconstruction of the stone wall works in the lower 

sections of this channel.  
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(Topping of the upper parts of the embankments along the Jernej channel, showing poor 

resistance against potential flooding). 

 

Those measures were justified in order to provide temporary protection to the reconstruction 

works within the Conservation Action C5 during the high tide in October 2012. Without those 

activities undertaken, sea floods would definitively cause severe damage to the newly 

reconstructed embankments. 

 

 

C7 – Purchase of equipment and hardware   

 

All equipment (except two GPS devices) was purchased, including tractor trolley, 1 digital 

camera, project portable screen, hydraulic excavator on a floating platform (instead of a 

hydraulic excavator on wheels, multifunctional machine for copying/scanning/printing 

(instead of 3 single machines, namely copy machine, scanner and A3 colour printer), 1 

telescope. 

   
The most important and valuable equipment purchased is the floating excavator. It is 

important to note that technical schemes for elaboration of the platform have been designed 

within the beneficiary team of workers engaged in the implementation of this LIFE project.  
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February 2013: Press conference at the occasion of purchase of the floating excavator. 
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C8 –Creation of edge channels along outer boundaries of salt pans 

 

 

 

Conservation Action number: C8 –Creation of edge channels along outer 

boundaries of salt pans 

Activities undertaken  

 

Creation of the edge channels was composed by 

several phases; preparatory phase included setting 

up the working area, transport of the dredging 

excavator, cleaning the area and removal of 

vegetation, cutting the grass and removal of the 

upper parts of the earth surface. 

Key working phase included dredging the 

sediments from the edge of the saline basins and 

their deposition to the sides of the newly excavated 

ditch. The last working phase included setting the 

shape of the sides of the channel and topping the 

upper side with excavated materials. For this phase 

manual work of assistant workers was needed. 

 

Wire fences in the total length of 550 m were 

erected in order to prevent illegal trespassing of 

humans and especially access of mammalian 

predators to the main target bird breeding areas, 

together with metal gates. Illegal passage of people 

and especially mammalian predators, including 

foxes, martens, badgers, domestic cats and dogs 

was detected in the direction of the semi-urban 

areas of Secovlje. Setting up the fence proved to be 

very effective measure, and together with other 

measures to prevent avian predation of the target 

colonial ground nesting birds, will contribute to 

favourable conservation status of the target 

species. 
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Outputs achieved Edge channels length planned / realized: 

8.000 m / 9.700 m 

Wire fences planned / realized: 650 m / 550 m 

(the total length of fences is shorter than planned, 

but in addition 4 metal gates were erected to 

prevent human and predator’s access through the 

dykes to the main colony bird nesting areas) 

Time schedule Action concluded on time. 

Indicators used to test the performance of the 

action. 

Length of the excavated channels. Population of 

the target species Aphanius fasciatus achieving 

favourable conservation status (monitoring report) 

Indicate how actions were modified / 

correspondence with the Commission approving 

the changes 

No modification was requested. 

Clearly indicate major problems  No major problems.  

Mention any complementary action outside LIFE - 

Outline the perspectives for continuing the action 

after the end of the project 

The channels need maintenance activities 

(dredging and excavation after siltation and 

sedimentation after approximately five years. The 

Beneficiary will undertake these works, following 

the yearly plan at approx.. 600 metres a year. 

 

C9 – Habitat restoration for Emys orbicularis  

 

 

Conservation Action number: C9 – Habitat restoration for Emys orbicularis 

 
Photo of the area before restoration started 

 

Activities undertaken  

 

Preparatory activities included setting 

up the area and access to the site, 

removal of vegetation, rubbish and 

upper layers of earth, geodetic 

measurements (following technical 

blueprints), fencing the area, training 

of workers, monitoring of the water 

tables… 
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Several sites were opened for taking 

samples of earth and ground materials.  

Inspections by biodiversity experts 

were undertaken before any technical 

works in order not to harm Pond 

Turtles. 

 

 

 
Set of key restoration activities 

included: excavation of the sediments, 

transport of the excavated materials to 

the deposition areas, removal of the 

coal mine sludge and abandoned 

objects used for mining activities, 

creation of islands, instalment of pipes 

for weirs and connecting waters, 

opening of the channel for water 

inflows, creation of the side channel 

for diverting of excessive waters, 

shaping the banks and the surface of 

islands with structures enabling 

shadow for Turtles, excavation, 

transport and planting of marsh plants 

on the bare gravel banks, removal of 

invasive species, setting the path, 

setting up the fence. 

End phases included closing down the 

working area, fencing, manipulation 

with water tables (adjustments of 

pipes) etc. 

 

Outputs achieved  The area under ecological restoration remains the same and it 

covers 8 ha. But the extent of the water surface that was 

excavated increased from planed 2.000 m2 to 7.500 m2, 

which also increased the quantity of excavated materials from 

2.400 m3 to app. 6.000 m3. Four bigger islands, suitable for 

the needs of the Emys orbicularis, were constructed instead 

of 8 smaller. 

Walking path is envisaged as an educational trail for guided 

groups only. In this stage, it was the path was constructed 

inside the ecologically restored wetland area in the total 

length of approx.. 1.100 metres. According to the approved 

spatial plan for the wider area concerned, this path will be 

connected to the existing walking and cycling path outside of 

the highly sensitive restored wetland area, and the total length 
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of the path will exceed 1.600 m. The essential part of the path 

is composed by the information and education tables with 

information on the target LIFE MANSALT species (Emys 

orbicularis) and the aim and description of the LIFE 

MANSLT initiated wetland restoration activities. 

 

 
 

 

Time schedule One activity (removal of the earth that was brought by floods 

in late 2010) started before the start of the Action as foreseen 

in the project. The Beneficiary asked the Commission for 

approval since flood deposits completely blocked exchange 

of waters through the existing channel. 

The Action was concluded on time. 

Indicators used to test the performance 

of the action. 

Excavated materials, surface of water areas 

Indicate how actions were modified / 

correspondence with the Commission 

approving the changes 

Beneficiary asked the Commission to modify the shape/size 

of islands.  

Clearly indicate major problems  No problems. 

Complementary action outside LIFE - 

Outline the perspectives for continuing 

the action after the end of the project 

The activities undertaken should maintain favourable 

conditions for the target species for some years. Beneficiary 

will do minor maintenance works on a yearly basis (removal 

of invasive plant species, maintenance of the fences, spring 

cleaning of the island’s surface and maintenance of the 

sluices…). 
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5.2  Dissemination results 

 

5.2.1 OBJECTIVES  

The dissemination of information plan of activities was a direct response to the identified 

threat – low level of awareness. The following means and channels for communication were 

used: spoken (meetings, presentations, radio interviews, workshops), written/printed 

(newsletter, press releases, leaflet), visual (videos, “reality show” show/transmission of live 

pictures to the visitors of the area, notice boards, TV appearances) and digital (web site, 

layman’s report, conservation guidelines). 

 

5.2.2 DISSEMINATION - OVERVIEW PER ACTIVITY  

 

Action D1 – Two films: Natura 2000 is a tool for sustainable development through 

biodiversity conservation 

 

Draft scenarios for films have been prepared by LIFE project team and finalised with the film 

shooting and production team which was selected based an open tender. A team of employees 

of the Project Beneficiary was regularly accompanying the film group and located in advance 

best shooting scenes and areas (finding of the target bird species nests, for example).The 

trailer of the first film was presented at the occasion of the Secovlje Salina Nature Park and 

LIFE MANSALT project presentation in the European parliament in Brussels in May 2013. 

As part of “Life After Life” activities the shorter of the two films will continue to be 

presented to the visitors of the Park (more than 40.000 visitors a year). The longer film was 

designed to be broadcasted also through the national TV network. It is expected that it will be 

shown on the national TV station or its branch regional TV centre early in the year 2016.   

 

 

Action D2 – Newsletter page 

 

There were 22 issues of the Piran Municipality Newsletter (Solni cvet) printed and distributed 

to all the house boundaries in the Piran Municipality (the actual number of the newsletter 

issues with the project notes exceed the planned number of 20 thematic pages in the 

newsletter). The 23
rd

 issue was released after the project conclusion in November 2015. In 

every issue there was a presentation of the theme, close related to the implementation of the 

LIFE MANSALT project. All the articles and presentations were written by the Beneficiary 

staff. 

In the discussions with the Newsletter’s editorial team it has been agreed that the news and 

presentations about the positive impacts of the LIFE MANSALT project also in the issues of 

the newsletter in the time to come. 

 

 

Action D3 - Regular TV appearance in the regional TV network 

 

The outputs of this Conservation Action provided for a set of TV appearances in which the 

project, its wider context (LIFE+ programme, Natura 2000 network), target species and 

habitats and conservation activities and practices should be presented. Expected results for 

this Conservation Action provided for 5 TV shows, in the duration of 5 minutes or more (and 

presented in a separate TV edition) were fully met and even exceeded. In total, there were 10 
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TV shows news about the LIFE MANSALT project shown at national, regional (local TV 

broadcast networks. Several more short notices were presented as part of the TV and radio 

news and interviews with key people, engaged in the implementation of the LIFE MANSALT 

project. 

 

 

Action D4 - Preparation of educational workshops 

 

The full concept of the new educational and awareness raising workshop has been designed. 

An external expert was engaged in the preparation of the conceptual framework but also in the 

elaboration of the workshop tools and equipment. The emphasis of the workshop is to 

demonstrate the importance of sound management and maintenance of the water regimes if 

the salina ecosystem in order to secure favourable conservation status of target habitats and 

species.  

The outputs of the project exceeded expected number of workshops (there were 93  

workshops implemented as opposed to the foreseen number of 80 workshops).  

 

Beneficiary will perform the workshop (as part of the “Life after Life” activities) also after the 

conclusion of the LIFE MANSALT project. 

 

. 

Action D5 Leaflet for visitors of the area in five languages 

 

A total of 213.100 copies of leaflets were printed from the start of the project (planned: 

180.000). The leaflets were regularly delivered to the park’s visitors. Instead of preparing, 

printing and distributing one leaflet, the Beneficiary, after informing the monitor during the 

September 2
nd

 monitoring visit (and receiving the confirmation in the Commission letter of 2 

October 2015), has prepared updated, new version of the leaflet for distribution at the end of 

the project. In addition 5 posters were designed and printed during the project 

implementation.  

 

 

Action D6 Live video broadcasting from breeding colonies of Terns 

 

The entire process of setting the equipment and transmission of live footage signals from the 

breeding colony of target Tern species has been concluded in cooperation with external team. 

Live video transmission was on-going on the daily basis; for the period when the target 

species were not present on the breeding areas (target bird species migrate to Africa in 

winter), selection of the best and most exciting scenes from the breeding times were selected 

and are regularly performed on the screen in the Visitor's centre. 

 

Initial problems with antenna at the Visitor’s centre have been quickly and successfully 

solved. 

 

As part of the “Life after Life” activities the Beneficiary will continue to broadcast live 

picture and selection of best short movies from the breeding seasons in the future, also after 

the end of the LIFE MANSALT project. 

 

 

Action D7 -  Web page 
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Project web page has been established in December 2010 and it has reached 1.310.967 views 

in the period until conclusion of the project. Project proposal estimated expectations of 

750.000 views of the web page during the project duration. News about the LIFE MANSALT 

project were published also on the Park’s Facebook page, reaching 1.124 “Likes”. 

 

In addition to the basic information on the LIFE MANSALT project and project area, Natura 

2000 network and LIFE programme, specific targeted news was published at the web site. 

Special technical guidelines on wetland restoration and reconstruction techniques were 

prepared and available for download; target group for these guidelines are wetland managers 

and construction companies. 

 

 

Action D8 Layman’s report 

 

Preparation, writing, editing, translation into English and printing of the Layman’s report was 

undertaken.  

 

 

Action D9 Conservation guidelines for habitat management (estuary, Spartina swards) 

 

Environmental conditions in the Jernej channel are affected by hundreds of illegally anchored 

boats, which cause physical and visual pollution and have negative effect on the biodiversity. 

The most important habitats for LIFE MANSALT target Spartina swards are located along the 

right bank of the channel and at the estuary. The Community of Piran was entrusted by the 

Government of the Republic of Slovenia to restore of the right side of this channel and its 

estuary. 

 

LIFE MANSALT Conservation guidelines with information on the current status and 

ecological conditions in the channel, together with the results of detailed mapping of Spartina 

swards and key legal and managerial background for this channel were concluded and 

delivered to the Community of Piran. These guidelines were set out as a prerequisite for the 

engineering company which won the public tender (issued by the Community of Piran in 

autumn 2015) for drafting the technical blueprints for the Jernej channel.  

 

Several supportive activities and efforts were invested by the Project Beneficiary to speed up 

the process of improvement of the conservation status in the channel. Activities including 

calling a meeting with senior representatives of the Inspectorates for environment, agriculture 

and fishery and Local Community to elaborate an action plan of future activities to ameliorate 

environmentally damaging conditions. Several meetings were held at the local level, including 

those where local civil initiative was putting pressure on the decision makers. Finally, the 

Beneficiary offered the equipment for the needed geotechnical measurements needed in the 

phase of preparing the technical blueprints. In addition, on-going information and awareness 

raising activities were performed to raise the bar for reaching favourable conservation status 

in the channel.     

 

The spatial planning document adopted by the Community of Piran for the wider area of the 

channel of Sv. Jernej and its estuary allows for dredging (deepening) of the bottom of the 

channel and setting up environmentally friendly peers for local boats. As part of the “Life 
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After Life” activities, the Project Beneficiary offered the Community of Piran assistance in 

preparation of a project proposal which should be submitted to potential international tender.   

 

 

Action D10 Notice boards 

 

Notice boards, explaining the purpose of the LIFE project and emphasising inclusion of the 

project area into Natura 2000 network were set up accordingly with the activities taking place 

along certain Conservation Action. 

 

  

Action D11 Press conferences 

 

Three press conferences were outlined in the approved LIFE MANSALT project description. 

The Beneficiary organized five press conferences. The total number of media representatives 

that attended those conferences was 69. TV, radio, newspaper and webpage media attended 

the conferences. Total number of media reports from all the press conferences exceeded  60 

contributions. 
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Task / foreseen in the revised proposal Achieved Evaluation 

2 films 2 films  

20 newsletters 22 newsletters + 

1 after the end of 

project 

Newsletter distributed to 

8.000 addresses in the 

Municipality of Piran.  

5 TV appearances 10 Extremely satisfactory 

media coverage and interest 

for this LIFE project 

80 workshops 93 workshops More workshops, but les 

attendees due to less interest 

for visitation by some target 

groups and smaller size of 

the groups. 

160.000 copies of leaflets 213.100 Originally foreseen one 

version of the leaflet was 

upgrade with updated 

version at the end of the 

project. 

1 reality show  1 show It is estimated that a 

minimum of 30.000 visitors 

per year viewed the reality 

show in the Visitors center. 

Altogether from 2011 when 

the reality show was started, 

app. 120.000 people 

watched the show. 

1 web site (750.000 visits) 1.310.967 visits Number of visits of the web 

site exceeded. 

1 layman’s report 1 layman’s 

report 

 

1 guidelines for Jernej channel 1 guidelines for 

Jernej channel 

These guidelines are used as 

a binding document in 

planning restoration works. 

22 notice boards 22 notice boards Additional tables on 

building areas were set up 

during the works in progress 
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Action E2 Monitoring 

 

Monitoring activities were focused on target habitats and species. Accurate information on the 

extent of target habitat types and populations of target bird species were obtained in the 

preparatory phase of the project and activities to improve the conservation status of the habitat 

types were drawn out of the monitoring results. Breeding populations of the target bird 

species were assessed every breeding season.  

 

Extent of habitat types was evaluated at the end of the project and can be seen in table on page 

26 of this report. External support was sought to obtain information on the conservation status 

of the target fish Aphanius fasciatus and turtle species Emys orbicularis.  

 

Action E3 Networking 

 

Networking with other LIFE projects included exchange of information and study visits with 

two similar LIFE projects with partners from Bulgaria. Practical experiences gained from this 

LIFE project was shared with managers of two similar project areas along the Slovenian 

Adriatic coast, the Skocjan Bay Nature Reserve (also beneficiary of similar LIFE project in 

the past) and Strunjan Landscape park.  

http://www.kpss.si/si/novice/life/obisk-izvajalcev-life-projektov-iz-bolgarije 

http://www.kpss.si/en/news/life/visit-of-the-life-project-participants-from-bulgaria 

 

 

http://www.kpss.si/si/novice/life/obisk-izvajalcev-life-projektov-iz-bolgarije
http://www.kpss.si/en/news/life/visit-of-the-life-project-participants-from-bulgaria
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5.3 Evaluation of  Project Implementation  

 

  Methodology applied:  

 

Methodologically, the LIFE MANSALT project was based on securing control over water 

regimes and supportive activities for reaching / maintaining favourable conservation status of 

target species and habitats (Conservation Actions C), on provision information and raising 

awareness for target groups and in sharing knowledge and experience. The concept of 

prevention of sea floods and regimes enabling water control, based on traditional working 

methods and technics proved to be extremely valuable, especially when upgraded with 

innovative solutions (new gate in the line of defence walls, financed by the Ministry for the 

Environment of the Republic of Slovenia).  

Within the project, several tools for raising awareness and provision of information about the 

project area and activities of this LIFE programme were used. To highlight just the most 

efficient one should note workshops (D4), good media coverage (D3), “reality show” (D6). 

On the other side, more views of the project web page have been expected and leaflets were 

expected to attract more attention. The experience on networking with managers of similar 

habitats and ecosystems within this LIFE MANSALT project indicate that technical solutions 

in regard of securing favourable water regimes are often more easy to solve than problems 

related to biotic issues, such as predation of the nests in the bird’s ground nesting colonies.  

 

The major investments of the LIFE MANSALT project were in the water management and 

flood prevention infrastructure. Complete reconstruction and effective enhancement of 

previously poorly managed walls and embankments will require lower maintenance costs that 

formerly used practices of repairing scratches in the infrastructure at almost daily basis.       
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In the following summary of the planned investments and their realisation are presented:  

Task / foreseen in the revised proposal Achieved Evaluation 

3.406 m of embankments and sea defence 

walls reconstructed 

4.507 m 32% more embankments 

reconstructed due to the 

project amendments 

670 m of rock sea wall reconstructed 670 m  

16 sluices for improving water exchange 

installed 

16 sluices  

10 artificial islands (1.000 m2) created  Several smaller islands 

proved to be more 

effective against the threat 

of predation and enable for 

effective water 

manipulation 

8 km of edge channels dredged 9,7 km 21% more work done 

650 m of fences set up 650 m  

8 ha of wetland restored (Action C9) 8 ha The extent of the restored 

area remains the same, but 

twice as predicted 

materials excavated, 3,75 

times bigger open water 

surface as foreseen. 

 

Task / foreseen in the revised proposal Achieved Evaluation 

2 films 2 films  

20 newsletters 22 newsletters  

5 TV appearances 10 Extremely satisfactory 

media coverage and 

interest for this LIFE 

project 

80 workshops 93 workshops More workshops, but less 

attendees due to less 

interest for visitation by 

some target groups and 

smaller size of the groups. 

160.000 copies of leaflets 213.100 Originally foreseen one 

leaflet was upgraded with 

updated version at the end 

of the project. 

1 reality show  1 show  

1 web site (750.000 visits) 1.310.967 visits Number of visits of the 

web site exceeded. 

1 layman’s report 1 layman’s 

report 

 

1 guidelines for Jernej channel 1 guidelines for 

Jernej channel 

 

22 information boards 22 boards  
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Tasks/ Activities 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015  

 4T 1T 2T 3T 4T 1T 2T 3T 4T 1T 2T 3T 4T 1T 2T 3T 4T 1T 2T 3T  

 

Overall project 

schedule 

 

 

 

Proposed 

 

 

O 

X 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

   

O 

X 

 

 

 

   

 

 

X 

 

 

 

  

    O 

 

    

Actual                      

Action A1 

Habitat mapping 

Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action A2 

Action plan 

 

Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action A3 

Documentation 

 

Proposed                       

 Actual                      

Action C1 

Seawall 

Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action C2 

Drnica 

Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action C3 

Pichetto 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action C4 

Curto 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action C5 

Jernej 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action C6 

Lera 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action C7 

Equipment 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action C8 

Edgechannels 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action C9 

Emys 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action D1 

Two films 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

End 

date 
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Action D2 

Newsletter page 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action D3 

Regular TV 

appearances 

Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action D4 

Educational 

workshops 

Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action D5 

Leaflet for visitors 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action D6 

Live video 

broadcasting 

Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action D7 

Web page 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action D8 

Layman’s report 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action D9 

Conservation 

guidelines 

Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action D10 

Notice boards 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action D11 

Press conferences 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action E1 

Project coordination 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action E2 

Monitoring 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action E3 

Networking 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action E4 

Audit 
Proposed                      

 Actual                      

Action E5 

After-LIFE 

Cons.Plan 

Proposed                      

 Actual                      
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Immediate and future project effects  

 

The results of the Conservation Actions C were visible immediately. Potential damage from 

high tide in July 2013 which would otherwise cause floods in the subareas with target habitats 

and species was successfully prevented by the reconstructed sections of the water 

management infrastructure. The design of this new infrastructure is following calculations of 

potential impacts of global climate and environmental changes and should perform their basic 

function of sea-flood prevention measures for several decades. 

 

Also all actions targeted on provision of information and raising awareness had immediate 

effect. Guidelines on ecologically sound construction of the pears in the Jernej channel 

(Action D 9) will only be apparent when implementation of the construction works will be 

undertaken (it is expected that the Community of Piran will apply for EU funding in the year 

2016). 

 

Effectiveness of the project amendment 

 

Detailed description of the only major project amendment (instalment of the new gate on the 

channel Pichetto outflow) is given under above in this report. By this additional investment, 

effective protection of the entire defence line separating the inland saline habitats against the 

open sea has been secured and enabled longer sections of the channels to be reconstructed for 

the same amount of money. 

 

 Indicate effectiveness of the dissemination and comment on any major drawbacks  

 

It is estimated that the dissemination of information on LIFE MANSALT project strategy was 

successful. All target thresholds for actions D were reached, and for some exceeded (e.g. 

Newsletter, TV appearances, Leaflet, Big brother, Press conference..). Action D4 – 

Workshops only reached planned number of workshops, while the planned number of 

participants only reached 78%. It is estimated that due to overall bad economic situation, 

some target groups did not visit the project area.   
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5.4 Analysis of long-term benefits  

 

1. Environmental benefits 

 

Direct / quantitative environmental benefits 

 

One of the main positive outcomes of this project is in demonstration to the wider public that 

management of the Natura 2000 sites and thus protection of biodiversity can be compatible 

with sustainable development of the area, creation of new jobs and provision of additional 

potential for visitation. Indirectly, the results of the project contributed to effective 

implementation of the Water Framework Directive (improved water quality and flood 

prevention measures). Management techniques used in the project were made available for 

others to use and were based on traditional knowledge and low carbon outputs. Prevention of 

creation of the “algae-blooming” contributed to more oxygen production in the water plants. 

 

Achievement of relevant policy objectives (environmentally significant issues / policy areas) 

 

The project contributes significantly to the objectives of the EU nature and Water Framework 

directives. It is also a direct contribution to the EU Action Plan 2020 on reversing the threats 

to the biodiversity.  

Recently added Natura 2000 site, designated on the target species in this project, was 

supported by the results of monitoring undertaken within this LIFE project.  

It is important to note that Local Community (Municipality of Piran) fully acknowledged the 

conservation guidelines for one of the project action areas as the key baseline guidelines for 

further management of the area.  

Local population and authorities were inspired by the outcomes of this LIFE project which 

contributed to the mobilisation of public support for conservation actions. This can be 

demonstrated by appreciation of the results of the project at various meetings with the local 

authorities or stakeholders (for example; attendance of the high level representatives of the 

Piran Municipality (major, vice-major) at important milestone events of the project, such as 

conclusion of particular actions etc.).  

 

 

2. Long-term benefits and sustainability  

 

The outlook for the targeted habitat type and/or species 

  

All target habitat types are in favourable conservation status, except 1410 Mediterranean salt 

meadows (Juncetalia maritimi), 1130-Estuaries, 1320-Spartina swards (Spartinion 

maritimae). Even after the conclusion of the LIFE MANSALT project it cannot be said for 

true what are the reasons that the extent of this habitat type is not increasing in the project 

area. It is presumed that the trophic levels in the earth are too high and that this plant 

community is not successful against spreading of other halophyte plants. In other words: by 

dramatic increase of some of the saline habitat types, it is not possible to provide favourable 

conditions for this community which prefers less salty conditions. However, this hypothesis 

was not jet confirmed. Conservation status of the other two HT (1320 and 1130) will improve 

once the reconstruction works done by Local Community, following the LIFE MANSALT 

guidelines for the Jernej channel will be implemented. All target species reached or 
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maintained favourable conservation status thanks to effective conservation measures 

undertaken in this LIFE project. 

 

The results of the project are especially important as they provide for the long-term 

environmental protection of the area. Investment of the EU funds in the maintaining the 

conditions for biodiversity indirectly provide for long-term “safety mechanism” or pressure 

against short-term and environmentally inappropriate development plans for the area, 

including construction works (i.e. building new tourism accommodation and other 

developments) or infrastructure developments (extension of the air strike into the Natura 2000 

area). 

 

The project also contributes to the maintenance of key ecosystem services in the area which 

form the baseline for higher quality of life for local population and enables a baseline for 

sustainable tourism development where the offer is based on unspoilt nature, oxygen-rich air 

and milder micro-climate conditions. Well managed project area, where all needed 

infrastructure for effective control and management of the water regimes was secured through 

this LIFE project also offer opportunities for visitation and re-connecting people back with 

nature. These investments also contributed to the preservation of the cultural heritage which 

can be considered as another potential resource for developing sustainable tourism in the area.  

 

Continuation of LIFE initiated actions 

 

LIFE project secured major investments and complete restoration of the water management 

infrastructure. From now on, only maintenance works at reasonably lower costs will be 

needed and the Beneficiary already managed to list all the infrastructure investments as part 

of the public water management infrastructure for which the ministry, responsible for 

environment, provides funding for the maintenance works. The project area is designated as 

state Nature Park and has the long-term management plan approved by the Government. All 

the needed activities to maintain favourable conservation status for target habitats and species 

are part of this plan. 

 

Remaining threats to the area  

 

The area still has not secured complete safety against floods from the inland catchment area. 

Plans and technical documentation for the comprehensive catchment management plans are 

under preparation. Climate change and related problems that influence the area (increased 

number of summer storms and heavy rain, longer drought periods and potential increase of the 

sea levels all pose threat to the area. Predation of the nests of colony breeding birds will 

remain a problem. LIFE MANSALT project proved that manipulation of water tables can 

successfully reduce the impact of mammalian predation, while avian predation still remains a 

problem.  

 

Life After Life Action Plan 

 

Life After Life plan, with detailed description of the follow-up activities and explanation 

which of the LIFE initiated actions will be continued. 
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Long-term / qualitative economic benefits  

 

Long-term economic benefits of this project are invaluable. They could be described by using 

several ecosystem services that will be provided / maintained on a long-term basis; some of 

them include protection against flooding, securing favourable condition for biodiversity, 

enabling creation of oxygen, supporting favourable micro-climate, enabling tourism and 

visitation, provision of the key park selling natural products, protection of the cultural 

heritage… 

 

The project demonstrates that long-term economic benefits could be recognised through the 

investments in the biodiversity conservation. Well maintained infrastructure in the man-made 

area of high biodiversity area will enable visitation and thus generates incomes for the area 

and its wider surrounding area. Individual food- and accommodation providers, service 

provides and others will benefit from the visitors coming to explore the area.   

Long-term continuation of the salt-production has been fully agreed with the requirements of 

safeguarding favourable conservation status of target habitats and species. In addition, such a 

relationship provides the baseline for responsible visitation and tourism of the wider project 

area.  

 

Long-term / qualitative social benefits  

 

The project was designed to be implemented by local people, trained and employed for the 

project (over 20 direct new jobs generated, additional 20 jobs supported and many indirect job 

opportunities). After the conclusion of the project it is not realistic all the jobs will be 

maintained however employees learned new skills and could look for similar jobs in 

construction sector. The Beneficiary has already secured funding from the governmental 

budget to continue at least with part of the activities undertaken within this LIFE project so 

some jobs will continue to be supported.  

Extensive numbers of workshops attended by the participants from across the country 

provided for their better understanding of the relationship between nature and man. The 

intention of the Beneficiary to continue with these activities will ensure that the 

environmental education will be performed through an effective way also for the future 

visitors.  

 

Replicability, demonstration, transferability, cooperation  

 

Project can be used as a best practice model for restoration of similar coastal areas, formerly 

known as Mediterranean Salinas. It has been demonstrated that the investments made were 

economically viable, especially in comparison to the calculation of the costs for the damage 

that might occur both inside the project area boundaries and beyond if the high tides would 

flood the area. Securing favourable conservation species and habitats directly contributed to 

the wider environmental and socio-economic benefits in the wider area. 

Two aspects of this LIFE project are especially important in terms of replicability and 

demonstration values; first, technical experiences and new and innovative solutions are 

offered for others to used and described in the technical guideline documents (in a way of a 

best practice model description).  

Even more important is clear demonstration that conservation efforts are fully compatible 

with sustainable management of the natural resources and that both activities can go well 

along. By strengthening conservation efforts (strict zoning, limitation in access of the most 

sensitive areas, …), supported by extensive awareness raising and educational campaign 
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(which included also training of the employees and staff of the Beneficiary) more knowledge 

and understanding has been gained in order to manage natural resources in the area without 

causing additional pressure to biodiversity. Despite increased number of employees and 

inspiring commercial success in selling the traditional product of the area (sea-salt, produced 

on traditional manner), the majority of the indicator species and habitats reached (or 

maintained) their favourable conservation status. Education, training and provision of 

additional information is demanding process but it proved to be very beneficial both for 

effective conservation and commercial results.  

 

 

Best Practice lessons  

 

Technical solutions, as applied in this project, based on traditional knowledge and materials 

were compared with some modern techniques in the nearby area and it proved to be 

sustainable and cost-effective. Effective cooperation during the implementation phase of the 

Conservation actions with various stakeholders resulted in innovative technical solution, 

which was presented as amendment to the original proposal. This innovation resulted in 32% 

more embankments reconstructed than originally foreseen in the proposal. 

 

 

Some of the public awareness actions, especially innovative “reality show” and intensive 

work with media, resulted in wider support for the project.  

 

Innovation and demonstration value  

 

The conceptual idea to educate, involve and employ own workers instead of outsourcing the 

work to construction companies was innovative and proved to be the best possible solution, 

both in terms of the obtained results and appreciation of conservation efforts by the general 

public. Although some might argue that the project could be implemented with lower efforts 

by the project beneficiary if mainly outsourced. 

The management model of the area which the company is engaged in sustainable extraction of 

the natural resources (sea-water) and at the same time entrusted with the management of the 

important natural asset and Natura 2000 site proved to be a successful solution, especially in 

times when governmental support to the management of protected and conserved areas is 

widely decreasing. 

 

Long term indicators of the project success 

 

Indicator species and habitats will regularly be monitored also un the future. Taking into 

account quantified results obtained within the project on the species’ populations and extent 

of the habitats, it will be possible to assess the impacts of the project very accurately.  

 

 


